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SUMMARY
A Continuously Operating Reference Stations (CORS) GNSS Network is essential to provide
a regional positioning service that can provide fit-for-purpose positioning. In CORS
Infrastructure, the corrections are instantly sent to the rover receiver (user end) from control
centre which helps to find very accurate positioning of rover in real time. CORS plays a major
role in achieving centimeter accuracy positioning in many applications, for example, cadastral
mapping, land information management, large scale mapping, fleet management, tracking and
navigation etc. To achieve this at a regional level, a CORS network need to have an integrated
national setup. Survey of India is in process of establishing the Continuously Operated Receiver
Station (CORS) network in India for the first time at the national level. In the first phase five
Indian states namely Uttar Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Haryana, Maharashtra and Karnataka will
have CORS network in place with its control and analysis centre at Dehradun, Uttarakhand.
CORS technology is rapidly becoming the preferred method for accurate 3D positioning across
the world and forms the basis for any smart city agenda. It is in great demand among industries
like surveying, navigation, construction, mining, precision agriculture and scientific research
that require greater positional accuracy, as well as continuity of data. Geophysicists,
Meteorologists, Atmospheric and Ionospheric Scientists also leverage CORS data for a wide
variety of applications. Other popular user groups include Surveyors, GIS users,
Administrators, Planners and Engineers. In this paper, we will explore benefits from a CORS
GNSS Network, and shed light on the methodology adopted for CORS GNSS network at the
national level.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Network-based Real Time Kinematic (NRTK) GPS positioning is considered to be a superior
solution compared to the conventional single reference station based Real Time Kinematic
(RTK) GPS positioning technique whose accuracy is highly affected by the distance dependent
errors such as satellite orbital and atmospheric biases. NRTK GPS positioning uses raw
measurements gathered from a network of Continuously Operating Reference Stations (CORS)
in order to generate more reliable error models that can mitigate the distance dependent errors
within the area covered by the CORS. This technique has been developed and tested
considerably during recent years and the overall performance in terms of achievable accuracies,
reliability and mobility is as good as or even better than can be achieved using the conventional
RTK GPS positioning technique. The project envisages to establish a Continuously Operating
Reference Station (CORS) network to model and correct the distance-dependent errors that
reduces the accuracy of conventional GNSS (IRNSS, GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, BeiDou, etc.)
positioning. The corrections calculated by the CORS network are provided in real-time to any
number of GNSS users via internet within the network to correct their positioning accuracy up
to centimetre level.
The justification for the establishment of CORS networks was initially in support of geodesy
and other geoscientific applications, at the global and regional level. However, the GPS CORS
network infrastructure could be used as a platform for real-time centimetre-level accuracy
services, carrier phase-based modes of operation generally referred to as GPS-RTK (Real-Time
Kinematic).
2. INDIAN GEODETIC REFERENCE FRAME (IGRF) & CORS NETWORK:
GPS in the 1980s was almost exclusively used for geodetic control surveys. The inter-receiver
distances were at first several tens of kilometres, being the average distance between first order
geodetic control groundmarks. The task was to establish new geodetic ground marks using
differential carrier phase-based GPS techniques. However, at about this time GPS was also
proving itself to be an effective space geodesy technique for measuring crustal motion and for
establishing the global reference frame. Hence progressively the distances between GPS
receivers increased to hundreds and then thousands of kilometres, while simultaneously the
relative accuracies increased, ensuring cm-level relative accuracy within GPS receiver
networks even as inter-receiver distances grew significantly. GPS is now the premier tool for
modern geodesy, and relative accuracies at the few parts per billion (ppb) level are routinely
achieved (IGS 2006). These GPS geodetic stations inevitably became permanent reference
stations for:
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(a) the monitoring of the station motion itself (due to horizontal and vertical crustal motion)
(b) realising or defining “modernised” geocentric geodetic datums at the national level, and
(c) the densification of the geodetic control (groundmark) networks using GPS techniques
However, as GPS was becoming an indispensable geodetic tool, government agencies looked
for ways to replace traditional geodetic control networks initially with groundmarks surveyed
using GPS technology, and then increasingly with networks of CORS receivers. This trend from
groundmarks surveyed using carrier phase-based GPS techniques – commencing in the 1980s
– to today’s networks of GPS receivers supporting high accuracy positioning, anytime and
increasingly in real-time, has been generally justified on the basis of improved efficiency. India
has followed the same trend and the Indian geodetic reference frame (IGRF) was established
through a set of “passive” network of ground marks during the period from 2006 to 2014. The
current Indian horizontal reference frame is linked to the International Terrestrial Reference
Frame (ITRF) epoch 2005. The IGRF was realized through a network of about 260 well spread
high precision Ground Control Points (GCPs) at a spacing of 250-300 km apart across the
country. This network was observed and adjusted in combination with few IGS stations
surrounding the Indian territory.The network was further densified with 2260 precision Ground
Control Points at a spacing of 30 to 40 km apart withhin the framework of IGRF (Fig.1). The
current horizontal reference framework of nearly 2520 ground control points serves the basis
of all the mapping and surveying requirements of the country. Due to it’s various inherent
inconcistencies the IGRF is only suited for relative positioning, primarily for mapping
applications .With relative positioning, it is possible to determine coordinates that can be kept
fixed within certain accuracy limits over a long time, depending on how stable a given area is.
However, relative positioning requires parallel measurements in both the new points for which
coordinates are to be determined and one or more reference points.
Survey of India is in process of establishing the Continuously Operated Receiver Station
(CORS) network in India for the first time at the national level. In the first phase five Indian
states namely Uttar Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Haryana, Maharashtra and Karnataka will have
CORS network in place with its control and analysis centre at Dehradun, Uttarakhand (Fig.2).
The CORS network will fulfil the long standing demand of various user agencies to carry out
their surveying and mapping tasks in an effective & faster manner. In addition it will provide
valuable data to Indian scientific community for research and development work. The proposed
CORS network is expected to operate and deliver within the framework of current IGRF till the
time the IGRF is redefined following the accepted standards.The proposed CORS network is
expected to replace the present network of groundmarks in a phased manner due to obivious
advantages. One of the reasons cited by government agencies for replacing “passive” networks
of groundmarks with “active” networks of CORS receivers is the lowered maintenance of the
network (there are typically far less GPS stations than ground marks – and even if they need to
be re-established using the permanent GPS receiver network, such a re-survey task is very cost
efficient). Another is that the national geodetic datum can be propagated to all other GPS
surveys using reference network data.
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Fig. 1: Indian Geodetic Reference Frame (IGRF)
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Fig. 2: Proposed CORS network for India
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3. ISSUES OF CORS OPERATION:
Once a GNSS CORS is established there are several issues the operator must address and
monitor for the purpose of site operation and maintenance. The guidelines address the issues of
coordination, stability monitoring, data formatting, data access, and metadata requirements.
When claiming to operate within the national reference frame, the coordinates of the site need
to be calculated in a traceable manner. The guidelines recommend that GNSS CORS operators
submit a substantial time series of Receiver INdependent EXchange (RINEX) data (either by
providing months of recorded data, or ongoing data streams) for processing and analysis. If all
GNSS CORS stations were to be coordinated in this manner then all services from GNSS CORS
could be said to be on a unified realisation of the national reference frame. GNSS CORS
operators should also be continually monitoring the stability of their GNSS CORS antenna
reference point. This may be undertaken through discrete campaigns analysing the movement
of the reference point relative to local ground marks, by submitting ongoing data streams for
analysis and monitoring, or through the software used to manage a GNSS CORS network.
It is recommended that GNSS CORS sites archive data in the RINEX format to ensure
compatibility for post-processed applications with the greatest range of equipment and
processing software available. GNSS CORS operators may also choose to archive the raw data
from the GNSS CORS equipment in a proprietary format which provides additional
functionality but may restrict its use for users with equipment from a different brand of GNSS
manufacturer. The GNSS CORS operator should keep a comprehensive metadata set that
includes all relevant information for the site including metadata on the:
• Site
• Receiver
• Antenna
• Monument
• Coordinate deviation
• Power
• Communications
• Data Formats
• Reliability of service
• Stability
• Additional Site Sensors
• Data Access
This information should include, as relevant, key contacts, agreements, tenure, equipment
vendors, models, serial numbers, firmware versions, equipment warranties, purchase dates,
photographs of the site, repairs and upgrades. The metadata should be kept current, with
changes logged as soon as they are made, and historical logs maintained to ensure that an
understanding of the site conditions at any given moment is available. A subset of this metadata
should be provided to all users of data from the GNSS CORS site, with sufficient information
for the user to make an informed choice on whether data from the GNSS CORS site will be
suitable for their intended application.
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4. METHODOLOGY ADOPTED FOR CORS NETWORK ESTABLISHMENT
This paper adopt the model shown in Fig. 3, which breaks up the process into five discrete roles
that need to played in order to achieve a CORS network of desired capability. The
establishment, operation and maintenance of the all the CORS components will be done on
contract basis exept the site for base station and othe supportive infrastructure will be provided
by the Survey of India. An overview of CORS architecture has been given in Fig.4. In the
following sections, each of these roles is described in more detail by outlining the types of
activities performed under each role.
4.1 Role: Specify System
In this role the underlying characteristics of the reference station network is specified, such as:
Target Density – e.g. current network RTK software typically requires stations to be no more
than 70km apart;
Target Coverage – e.g. to cover specific state or to achieve National Coverage;
Target Accuracy – e.g. 2cm horizontal positional uncertainty and 4cm vertical uncertainty at
95% confidence;
Target Reliability – e.g. deliver ambiguity resolution performance to all user receivers such
that 95% of initializations are achieved in less than 3 minutes;
Target Availability – e.g. data from all stations 99% available (equivalent to less than 10
minutes of outage per day) and 99% availability of communications for all user receivers;
Site Quality – e.g. antenna mounted with a completely clear view of the sky above 10 degrees
elevation and with antenna stability better than 2mm, tested from daily repeatability over a
significant time series of measurements;
Equipment Quality – e.g. dual frequency receiver tracking GPS, GLONASS and IRNSS
signals through antenna with high resistance to multipath;
Geodetic Reference Frame – connected to current IGRF with an absolute positional
uncertainty better than 1cm;
Data Services Produced – supporting:
• dual frequency receivers with capability to receive GPS, GLONASS and IRNSS
signals;
• dual frequency RTK GPS;
• Submetre accuracy, differential, single frequency GPS psuedorange users for both post
processed and real time.
Data Access Policy – covering:
• post processed data at 30 second epochs for the establishment, densification and
maintenance of the Indian Geodetic Reference Frame;
• single station real time data stream for scientific users;
• post processed data at 1 second epochs subject to a fee for commercial users;
• dual frequency real time GPS, GLONASS and IRNSS corrections subject to a fee for
commercial users.
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•Target Density, Coverage, Reliability and
Availability
•Site Quality
•Equipment Quality
•Geodetic Reference Frame
•Data Service Produced
•Data Access Policy

Specify
System

Own Stations

Network the
Data

Process
Network

Deliver
Service

•Site Selection and Construction
•Equipment Purchasing and Installation
•Station Data Communication
•Site Maintenance
•Equipment Replacement Cycle

•Data Communication from Network Stations
•Control Center
•Quality Control of Data
•Data Archive

•Copy of Network
•Data Processing
•Production of Data Streams
•Distribution of Data Streams

•Retail Sale of Data products
•Marketing

Fig.3: Methodology Chart
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Fig. 4: Schematic diagram of CORS network
4.2 Role: Own Stations
In this role all the reference stations will be established and mantained as per the operation and
maintanance contract between the buyer and the vendor:
Site Selection - selecting sites that meets the criteria;
Site Construction - according to the specifications specified by the buyer;
Equipment Purchasing - according to equipment quality and other specifications;
Station Data Communications - This primarily means the connection of the station to the
chosen method for sending the data to the network control centre;
Site Maintenance - This requires maintaining the site itself to be free of obstructions, and be
secure but could also extend to responsibility for being the first port of call when the reference
station is experiencing problems such as when a receiver needs to be rebooted or arranging
repairs to unreliable data communications;
Equipment Replacement Cycle - This requires funding of the depreciation of the receiver so
it can be replaced at the end of its life.
4.3 Role: Network the Data
This role is at the core of the reference network business and is responsible for issues such as:
Data Communications from Network Stations – This involves overseeing and being
responsible for retrieving the data from all of the individual reference stations and bringing it
together in the Network Control Centre.
Control Centre – This involves running the Network Control Centre, which is responsible for
receiving, monitoring and storing the data from all of the reference stations. It will involve
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extensive quality control of the reference station data including issues like data completeness,
analysis of multipath at stations, data latency etc;
Quality Control of Data – This involves a level of pre-processing of the data to check factors
such as completeness for number of signals tracked (e.g. L1 and L2 code and phase data), and
data frequency and coverage (e.g. data every 1 second in a 1 hour file or every 30 seconds in a
24 hour file), and for factors such as signal quality and multi-path;
Data Archive – Given the value of long term permanent reference stations for the geodetic
infrastructure and for other purposes such as earth and atmospheric science and legal issues like
traceability and liability, it is important to have in place clear policies and procedures for
archiving the reference station data itself and perhaps other information about data quality.
4.4 Role: Process Network
This role is also at the core of the reference network business and is responsible for issues such
as:
Copy of Network - This involves taking a copy of the data streams from the organisation with
the Network the Data role and then value adding;
Data Processing – This value adding activity is where the data streams from the various
individual reference stations are brought together and the network corrections are computed.
Production of Correction Data Streams – Based on the correction models derived above the
software can then derive correction data streams for the users. For example in the case of the
Virtual Reference Station process, this involves receiving the user’s point position and
generating correction data as though there is a reference station at the user’s position.
Distribution of Correction Data Streams – Once the corrections are derived they are then
delivered to the user over what ever communication medium has been decided is best for that
user. Often this will be delivery of an NTRIP data stream over a mobile internet connection.
However, it may also require hybrid methods in agriculture, construction and mining such as
delivering the corrections to a central point like a farmhouse or site office (via the Internet) and
then sending the corrections on to field staff, vehicles and equipment via means ranging from a
radio broadcast to a meshed wireless LAN.
4.5 Role: Deliver Service
This role is typically providing the CORS corrections as a service to the end users of the
reference network data.
Retail Sale of Data Products – This would involve selling the various GNSS corrections
offered by the network. The corrections will be disseminated after proper authentication and
payment realization;
Marketing –Since this is an revenue generating activity, it requires marketing and advertising
activities and these may need to be tailored to different user groups after accessing their needs;
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5. THE BENEFITS OF CORS NETWORK
5.1 Time and cost savings
A significant benefit of a CORS networks is that a single survey grade GNSS receiver with
access to the internet can receive CORS correction data and compute centimeter accuracy
positions. Furthermore, additional time and costs are saved by not requiring the set-up of the
local base station (including the coordination of the base station position), and the time required
to move the base station to ensure line-of-sight of the radio wave correction data is avoided.
The benefit of reducing the costs for individual users to take advantage of CORS correction
data, and hence centimeter positioning, is particularly interesting in emerging countries where
users don’t have the ability to finance multiple survey grade GNSS receivers.
5.2 Ease of use
Accurate positioning with a CORS network is also very easy to achieve. With minimal training
and the correct equipment, professionals and non-professionals, can easily use GNSS to derive
centimeter coordinates.
5.3 Coordinate accuracy and homogeneity
A CORS GNSS Network provides the significant benefit that coordinate accuracy is maintained
throughout the network, even over large distances between the reference stations and (Network
Real Time Kinematic) NRTK rover. With all NRTK rovers using the same CORS network
which utilize the same coordinate system, then all coordinates derived will be more
homogeneous and consistent, and the source of many possible mistakes made by rover operators
are minimized.
5.4 International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF)
A further benefit of CORS GNSS Networks is that they are essential to provide the framework
for a unified geodetic reference network that provides a consistent and homogenous 3D
coordinate system that can be traced to the International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF)
The network will also be utilized to establish the linkage between Asia-Pacific Reference Frame
(APREF) and IGRF, monitoring the variations and changes in geopotential and support
scientific research related to both intra-plate and inter-plate movement in Asia-Pacific region.
5.5 Traceability of coordinates
With a bi-directional communication channel between the CORS network and the NRTK
rovers, it is possible for the network to store the positions and accuracy of the rovers. This
would provide the benefit of controlling that positioning is performed within the regulations,
but equally, it represents a challenge that regulations would need to be adapted to include such
quality/traceability checks
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6. THE CHALLENGES OF CORS NETWORK
6.1 Cable/Mobile Internet Coverage
For a CORS network to operate in real-time, the data collected at the CORS stations needs to
be transferred in real-time to a central location for processing. These corrections are then made
available on the internet for processing to correct the position of NRTK rovers to centimeter
accuracy. This requirement means that all CORS stations have an internet connection. When
the CORS station is in a built-up area, then this is generally not a problem, but when the CORS
station is located at a remote location, then this can be challenging. The same applies for the
NRTK rovers conducting their centimeter positioning tasks, they require at least a 3G mobile
internet connection.
6.2 Power Supply
Operating 24/7, CORS stations need to be continuously supplied with power. Photovoltaic
panels and batteries are needed to accompany the CORS station and associated communication
devices (modem/router) to ensure continuous operation, either as a primary source of power, or
as a back-up of unstable power networks. Finally, the complete system needs to be protected
from a poor quality or fluctuating power supply that can often cause power surges, spikes and
voltage fluctuations.
6.3 Security
The costs of establishing a CORS station are not insignificant, and hence the investment needs
to be protected against vandalism, theft and exposure to environmental elements. In the case of
a stable ground set-up, the GNSS antenna, receiver, modem/router and the photovoltaic panels
and batteries should be located behind a security fence and be mounted high enough to be free
from floods, and mounted secure enough to withstand severe winds.
6.4 Maintenance
Although a CORS network brings many benefits over many years, the continuous maintenance
of the network needs to be ensured. The CORS stations need to be routinely visited to check
for damage and replace and clean components to ensure their continued performance. In
addition, the computer network that hosts the software that runs the CORS network, needs to
be continually maintained to implement operating system and application software updates to
benefit from the latest security and performance enhancements.
6.5 Future proof
Mostly, a CORS network is never static and is continually being expanded and enhanced to
adopt to changes and growth in the user base and their locations. This requires that the number
of CORS stations in the network is continually expanding. Care should be taken when selecting
the software for a CORS network that any receiver type can be added to the network irrespective
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of the brand of the receiver and without any additional charges being incurred for a brand that
is not the same as the software. Failure to ensure this at the outset of the CORS network can
significantly increase the total costs of owning and operating a network.
7. USAGE OF CORS NETWORK IN INDIA:
CORS network installation will be used as an infrastructure for disseminating the correction
service to various users. CORS technology is rapidly becoming the preferred method for
accurate 3D positioning across the world, and forms the basis for any smart city agenda. It is in
great demand among industries like surveying, navigation, construction, mining, precision
agriculture and scientific research that require greater positional accuracy, as well as continuity
of data. Geophysicists, meteorologists, atmospheric and ionospheric scientists also leverage
CORS data for a wide variety of applications. Other popular user groups include surveyors, GIS
users, and engineers. And with continuously evolving GPS technology, CORS facilities will
have an even greater role to play in the future. This subscription based service will be used for
numerous activities some of them are mentioned below:
Large Scale Mapping, Cadastral Survey, Flood Plain Mapping, Fleet Management, DEM
Generation, Crustal Deformation and Plate Tectonics Study, Land Subsidence and Vertical
Ground Motion Study, Dam Deformation Study and Structural Health Monitoring etc.
8. CONCLUSION
This paper has highlighted the many benefits and challenges associated with CORS GNSS
networks. To minimize the impacts of the challenges associated with establishing a CORS
network, and to avoid any surprises once implementing, this paper recommends that a thorough
feasibility study is conducted prior to beginning a CORS project. The feasibility study should
include:
i. Analysis of the cable/mobile internet coverage within the network and at proposed
CORS stations.
ii. Careful design and examination of the location of each CORS station to ensure that
sufficient coverage, accessibility and security can be ensured.
iii. Esurance that the system is completely future proof, and that the CORS network can be
expanded without discrimination of GNSS receiver brands.
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